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The Bar Association
Copyright
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of the District
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private practice, with members

to advance
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ARGUMENT
By an Order
this case, reinstated
decision
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the appeal,
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LifeSciences
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of the upstream

boundary

consideration
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the case to the district
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of 35 U.S.C.
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law

by appellant
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The Court should therefore
consistent

simply

with the

holding.

will almost certainly

case tied to an arcane jury instruction

never again be repeated.

value in any holding

say about the safe harbor
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court for reconsideration

This is now a fact specific

be no precedential

from providing

from any consideration
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remand,

States in Merck KGaA v. Integra
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new briefs to be filed in view of the

Court of the United
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1, Ltd., 125 S. Ct. 2372 (2005).
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17, 2005, this Court has recalled
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Accordingly,

that may result.
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Anything

there would
the court may

law experimental

would be dicta that is better left for another
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day.

i For a discussion of the common law experimental
use exemption,
see Brief for
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of the District of ColumbiaPatent, Trademark &
Copyright Section in Support of Neither Party, Merck KGaA v. lntegra
LifeSciences
1, Ltd., No. 03-1237, 2005 WL 435891, "5-'17 (Feb. 22, 2005).

The Supreme Court noted:
The relevant jury instruction provided only that there must be a
"decent prospect that the accused activities would contribute,
relatively directly, to the generation of the kinds of information that
are likely to be relevant in the processes by which the FDA would
decide whether to approve the product in question." [The jury
instruction] did not say that, to fall within § 271(e)(1)'s exemption
from infringement, the patented compound used in experimentation
must be the subject of an eventual application to the FDA.
MerckKGaA
Supreme

v. Integra

LifeSciences

Court, consistent

lnc., 496 U.S. 661 (1990),
liberally

and expressly

includes

experiments

MerckKGaA,
provision

with its earlier holding
construed

rejected

that produced

oral hearing

by the patentee

here on remand

As correctly
petitioner[-accused
supporting
are covered

trials,

the jury's

of § 271(e)(1)

included

only

in an IND or NDA.

ld.

of the common

law experimental

before this Court,

and makes this case a highly

precedential

provision

The Court noted as well that the safe harbor

could apply to preclinical
all, the waiver

the safe harbor

information

The

in Eli Lilly & Co. v. Medtronic,

the notion that the safe harbor provision

125 S. Ct. at 2383.

Above

further

[, Ltd., 125 S. Ct. 2372, 2384 n.8 (2005).

should preclude
factually-dependent

use defense,

at the

its consideration
issue of no

value.
noted by the Supreme
infringer
finding

by [§ 271(e)(1)].'"

Merck]

Court,

challenged

"[b]efore

the [Federal

the sufficiency

of the evidence

that it failed to show that 'all of the accused
ld. at 2384.

It is unfathomable

Circuit],

activities

that there would

again be as fact specific of a case as this where the identical
present,

viz., whether

without

reliance

for whether

on the common

the safe harbor

there is a "'decent
directly,

both (a) experimentation

to the generation

in the processes
question.'"

by which

be

from infringement

use exemption,

and (b) the test

applies would be under a jury instruction

that the accused

activities

of the kinds of information

would

contribute,

that

relatively

that are likely_to be relevant

the FDA would decide whether

to approve

the product

in

Id. at 2384 n.8.

The need for a remand

to the district court is also signaled

determination

by the Supreme

be reviewed

under the standards

to be consistent
adopt today."

law experimental

provision

prospect

is exempt

issue would

Court that "the evidence

set forth in the jury instruction,

with, if less detailed
ld. at 2384 (emphasis

to undertake

a review

construction

of § 271(e)(1)

case to the district

presented

than, the construction
added).

of the sufficiency

for the first time," the Court,

court to let that body determine

at trial has yet to
which

we believe

of § 271 (e)(1) that we

Just as the Supreme

of the evidence

in the

Court "decline[d]

under a proper
here, should remand

the consonance

of the jury

this

instruction with the Supreme Court ruling on the scope of § 271 (e)(1) and make a
first instance

determination

before

any further

review

by this court.
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